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moment you get your

Dreamcast hooked up to the

Net make sure the first place

you visit is our exclusive

Dreamcast website. From
here you can interact

Magazine, get

onto the t

enter exclusive competitions

and have a much closer link

with a gaming magazine than

ever been
before

I



punch! We take ti

machine to pieces

explaining exactly

it's capable of. All

new peripherals ai

reviewed and wei

Internet

explore

email

functions

excellent new console.

games

«

covered

directly

waiting
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Our harts

warn

there are

charts

official

mcast

m mm I

I

games
chart

we
HI

games
played

Dreamcast
azine office...

SOUL CALIBUR

TO RUMBLE

4

ROLLER

: CODE VERONICA

IASTER TYCOON

issue

the confirmation

launch

its

major

on 15on 1 5 July. The first of two

cinema ads appeared alongside

the re Iea se o f Stor Wars Episode

I: The Phantom Menace, and

depict a hair shaving competition

between Foreign Legion barbers,

each of which are given the title

of Player One, Player Two, etc.

Incidentally, Player Two wins.

We got to check out the

cinema ad in a special preview

showing and were surprised that

it didn't show any graphics, or

even name a single game. It is

obvious that Sega is taking a leaf

out of Sony's marketing of the

PlayStation, where they targeted

a wider audience than the typical

teenage gaming market.

*Dreamcast is an evolutionary

gaming product, which not only

offers more power to gamers,

but also includes internet access

and an online capability,"

proclaimed J F Cecillon, Sega

Europe's CEO. "We sought toEurope's CEO. "We sought to

capture this message in our

advertising. I believe we have

done just that and in doing so

have taken advertising for

computer games to a new

level. These two commercialslevel. These two commercials

prove that Dreamcast is the

leading interactive device for

home entertainment for the

next Millennium.
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It has emerged From the USA that Sonic Adventure is internet compatible! You won't able to hook up and
play a multi-player game I but you will be able to your Dreamcast to access a special Sonic website where
exclusive hints an tips can be downloaded high scores can entered and Chao characters can be traded.

Rumour has it that there might also be the option of downloading special themed levels to bring new life to

the game once you've completed it!

*

forthcoming

Dreamcast horrorfest
1

from Acclaim t

IS on

\ 5( >t for Mike

Hollywood debut

m by

wn Too

Presidents). It is said

rhe writers are drawin

plot of the video

as the ori

sou rce

The

to produced

apparently

r r y

nc
c

Entertainment the

any

to rake
t

production. So.

tially

cou

tures

of on our screens

as soon as summer. 1st

the ame due

for on Dreamcast

Christmas.

1

possibility

this

exclusivity contract

this A! thou h Tomb Raider

appeared on the Sega Saturn, PlayStation

owners have been able to raid the world's

three times, the contract between Eidos a

has locked out the kes of Nintendo

and th rd nsta l merits n the Tomb Raider

Okay, alluding to the possibility that Toi

IV may appear on the Dreamcast because

Raider game has appeared on a Sega con

may well be construed as clutching at sin

the first to admit it! However, don't forge

Dreamcast s Windows CE-based operating

would make converting the PC version of
i

Raider IV a doddle... and without an exclu

contract to bind them would Eidos

turn up their nose at a quick and re Ia civ

way to boose to their coffers? We think

ust have to

E 1 Fit G 1 C

i

Dreamcast

previews.

breaking nevus,

much more!

ont i nu
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American arcade racing

in true hot-rod spirit

COMING SOON

SUZUKI 1

The official racing game
of Ihc Suzuki AWare Team

COMING SOON

Cutting edge racing simulation gamei_uuinq cage rating nmuiau

COMING SOON

e the dream.
RACE STARTS 23.9.99
a&*-«SK^S5=nffieS==XScSaEB=5S'*" Ubi Soft
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> Dreamcast's peripherals are very sexy! Take the

memory card r For example i Sega pioneered the

PDA (Personal Data Assistant) idea when they

released their Visual Memory System (VMS for

short) before the Dreamcast in Japan. This handy little device is a memory card

and handheld console in one. It plugs neatly into the Dreamcast joypad
or steering wheel and displays pictures and information while you play

snip at £19.99.

lightgun

- all a
how far awe 50 r awn over c pixel chec to

:

th

At its most basic the VMS will show the logo of the game you're playing but en wi or

it can go so much further if developers have taken a little time to make use of

pixel

it In a driving game you can have lap data car status and customised warnings
raphie filters obscu

. If the

the new to be

for the driver shown on the VMS f a fighting game can deliver new moves you out on the

play by displaying them on the small screen or an RPG can feedback information

on a character to the VMS keeping it secret from the other players!

Pretty advanced eh? Well this is just for starters! The ultimate use of the VMS

the

higher qua

ma of

drawn the renderer dosen

a 1
1ows

and

to be drawn

ne You may have on older

IS stand-alone console Some software titles will download mini-games into

the VMS's 1 28K memory, which can then be played away from the Dreamcast.

ames

The first game to do this was Godzilla in Japan the VMS was actually released Gouraud shadin order

seem to get drawn

ke a player mi

wron

on July 11 before the Dreamcast i with a Godzilla game already installed You

could buy a VMS at showings of the Godzilla movie and play the special game
in colour to or somethin when

that allowed you to train up monster Tamagotchi-style. This monster could

icast game for vou to continue olaving - how

ons. tially it ows to be in front of the wall

behind

supposed

the

then be uploaded to the Dreamcast game for you to continue playing - how
cool? There are also Mothra and Camera games available in Japan and games on
the cards include Boy Kanipan and Giant Gram Wrestling 1

.

Two VMS units can also transfer data from one to another by plugging the

to set ra ic such as these

on the are no more

will smoothly

two together this opens up a whole new world of chat up lines t Fancy
the This feature light

plugging our VMS units together tonight
P
darling?

11

The clever thing is that the
extensi i

I can J LJ they

VMS can also plug into Naomi arcade machines to transfer data between the

Dreamcast and arcade versions of games - not bad eh?

CO U on the PlayStation and Saturn!

+

he to the

display raphics asically This re ;e the hna ima

gon

the scene

drawn more . It smooths ou t

in the edges of

Th

poly

the an

texture buffer. When the attempts

ons so they

part of the scene.

more

to of

view at. On some
v

w you ht how

and distort you at

extreme angles
§

i

The 'peak rende ri sim

dea to top .The

of drawin

mi on ons second under graphic

optimum

to higher

mes the price of

s. That's comparable ou

ich five se are smaller

tially

simpler versions of

If you're a hardcore beat- em-

up fan then you won't be

without an arcade stick to play

them with. This large based joystick

has arcade buttons that are well so;spaced out

so you can et to the punch and kick moves

texture

\

The front of the console has

logo on

pale

top, Designed for Windows CE'

back you find the usual power
with an A/V for SCART or

logo to the side and four out ports these

can be used for joypads, keyboards
P

whee or even ing

Around
socket

RF cables to plug into your TV. Finally there's

serial port to expand your Dreamcast
ities

view canFrom
appreciate the cool design of the

console, including the new blue

When you up the id you

solid CD mechanism but

ittle else are none the

ca

the internet!

this is where you will hook up to

spiral for the UK (it's orange in the

rest of the world). There are power
and open buttons, but no

posed catches of the

I disc swapping
ks here!



nstead of a simple 1 boring memory card

the Drearncast has an all-singing, all

From day one Drearncast will have email, Internet

dancing Visual Memory System see the spec ia

and multi-player gaming as standard. This is a console first, and

r

section for more on this in enious device.

i

ows

settm
subsequently

ames and

mappm
nave can actually look

bumpy bem pure

+

.This fantastic feature which

Erm. 6.77 mi ion i 6.77 ows to crea te

million colours are potentially displayable realistic ights shadows.

on say poten to declare an area you

unfortunately are only to be shadow and subsequently

pixels on hmm 1 polygons which en will

correctly shadowed.

So if we were writ

The Drearncast ardware ur

compression ows programmers

game

could create

realistically on to

objects

example... hint. hint. we

players any

vie in

we can

compress textures

mes. All this extra

splay

around

detailed

textures with

This

colours than exist to render

ows the

frame at

ows games to resolution than possible to display

on TV and reduce it down cleverly

much better i ma

supports

shadow

something are very proud The console comes with a 36.6K modem built

have teamed
World

with ICL to bring Drearncast owners
Web.

British Telecom

and task

respon

creating

the

integrating

infrastructure

Drearncast internet

service. internet for nothing more than Ioca I

rate - there will be

take full advantage
extra bits of kit. There

after

ities you wil

keyboa rd

need
will

couple of

available

aunch so that you can create your own email and they are also working
drivewith Iomega to create a Drearncast version of their highly

discs wi

and stored,

modem doesn

line shopping

nsole and
The

ow 1MB data to be downloaded from the

only ow the Drearncast to emai and
mu player gaming is at ast

of this wi

net,

ity on

first game that will take full

version of the game will have a multi-player opt

allow

thousands

years

four players to race other, re

a part !

it was about

users been enjoying this gaming luxury for

console in on the act!

What all this adds up to is a system that is fully Internet re for under
£200! When you consider that a PC that can do the same job would cost

rer £1000, that console first! If you're interested inbig saving ai

the darker side of the internet you might be a bit disappointed though

Sega are working on a net nanny* style program that will block out any

unsavoury material.

TKf countdown

030=06

AM*' AMY P O'MFO h

(with

When The House of the Dead

released n October you wi

option of buying it with a light;

will be able to use with a wide

ups. There are slots in the gun

ivi n a good jolt when you

You can et yourself a second,

fourth joypad for those mu
games after the pub. They i

one version so far though,

colours or styles.

Memory
Graphics Memory

Mem

come

VRAM.

2MB RAM
Reso I u t i in-game standard.

The side Drearncast has

removable plastic section. This

modem was
, butconsoles will now

most
Drive

Drearncast s emai

capabilities then you're

nrernet

oi n to have

ion port

to get yourself a keyboard to go with

i he console. The Drearncast keyboard

is pretty standard, but has everything

you need in one compact design.

intensions

Windows
second modem

erating System. 33.6 KBy per

Supports Dolby.

drive custom capacity

based,

pad, analogue joystick,

memory cards.

buttons.

analogue trigger buttons, start button, slot for

peripherals.

190 mm mm 78 mm (D)

n one compact esien. Weight



rules to entering this are simple The decision final No ance will be entered into. Employees of
Paragon

be

or its sponsors Infogrames may not enter. Your entry should reach us no than November. 1 999. All

those illustrated.

in writing from Paragon Publishing

cash alternatives.

sponsors the right to supply prizes of equivalent value rather than

16 Issue
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SH 64-bit RISC CPU
MHz 360 Ml

1.4 GFLOPS)

Graphic Engine

Sound Engine er Intelligent

interna

bit CPU, 64
channel ADPCM)

Main Memory 32 MByte

Graphic Memory MByte

Sound Memory

Media ROM Board (maximum
size of MBytes)

Simultaneous

Number of Colors Approx. 1 6,770

Additiona Features

Virtua

ti-directional shoot-'em

where

persona of one of

agents sent to rid

zombie infestation.

town

Scheduled make

appearance ir

:

or Halloween

Dreamcast

home version

bunch

features.

special items

weapons,

some

Bump Mapping, Fog
Alpha-Bendin

(transparency), Mip
ing

texture auto

i

itch)

Tri-Linear Filtering,

Anti-Aliasing,

Environment Ma
and Specular

ing
J

[ 1 ] You are

on how

the zombies. 121

Revenge

House

where The

Dead

tread! [31 The Naomi

graphics will convert

Dreamcast.

[4] Pay attention now!

c owt i riUt-d

Meqezinp
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SALES HOTLINE 0870 444 0999
SALES LINES OPEN
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work

meet

whichever action

certain button
'

annoying

timing button which

decides

action you perform. For

example, it is

ing to

you

header, if

you get your timing and

positioning wrong, you may
up

allowed

straight away. Since that

and

improved in this respect,

ing one touch passing

features - but in UEFA

me.

latest UEFA version is

received. The market

is

I

but figured that at

goal is

that

ter than a header

is fundamen

play the game.

We a

competitive - there are

great titles around,

ge we're very

well laid out machine. It's

fairly straightforward to

program and the hardware

has nice features

with as

how we Striker has

bit alpha

umetric shad

nne and

so wan to make out. but it is

the game play

football.

ike rea ame important to what

which

allow us to produce some
interesting graphical e ts

uess football

durin the

your influences

of

itse was the biggest

influence - we stu that

UEFA more specific game.

other people think of the

game. At the end of the day

we wrote the game for them,

not us

easy

factor in deciding how
is to develop for a

*

thinking

some

not really

ut this game,

wasago, i

on anything

plans for

the

Up:

* re to

is the Dreamcast like

for?

waiting to how the
8

*
all it's pretty

hardware platform is the

support you get from the

manufacturer. Sega have

pretty helpful - giving

ibrary support and

examples.

> Rage roped in soccer

supremeos Ruud Gullit and

Ron Atkinson to

commentate on UEFA Striker

so it should be good!

icj- Br

I

Publisher

Developer

Play

% com pi

n fogrv

Ra

1-2

ummlnq up UEFA Striker

won the toss, but Sega's own
Sega Soccer will soon be on the

pitch and kicking hard - which
game will win the league? Well

have to wait and see!

Issue 1
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1

playin

RPG

but no

ame
Shenmue many

ements

t ona onary

new

so

Se had to

enre for it to fit

combines into Mea n i n Fu

ses to be the tive es Entertainment

ame ever this is that

Sure

Yu Suzuki's Shenmue includes so many original features, it's

hard to fit them all in to an 'In Development' feature, so over

the coming months we'll be taking a closer look at the game as

development progresses. Here's a sneak preview of the unique

elements you'll soon be able to enjoy on your Dreamcast...

Shenmue is to

such mammoth game that

should take you one
time to complete it. In fact,

anything

pass

seasons.

You can revisit the locations

as many times as you wish,

but as the game has a

timeline, the time of day
will be different each time

you return. The ightlng

effects used to give this

efFeet are simply

outstanding.

other console is

this! When characters talk

they don't simply

and close their mouths
all the facial muscles

been individually animated

giving the most
faces to ever

in game i

t l ni_*ed

MdQdZln
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tab-
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t
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1

t

com
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Got any

ame is to life and he will

meet of
c

Virtua

500-

spin

Th is monster! was

star of the show Ryo

youn

ro Hop

man

way

extremely

to ht range of on nally planned sin

moves to in

when There are

to the to : action and

Exploration

the chance to

this year, but

the

suspicious clear to all

death. His ives you cities the of detail will sim

to the ideas ustice Se an to

[5]
14

Quick mum.

ena are

parts in Japan, wi

*7

i

in two

China

with more follow

on later.
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so much Japanese

ame that
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oin to be impossible.
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means we et over
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Bumming up Shenmue is set

Co turn the world of videogames
on its head! The game will set nt

standards in gameplay, graphics

and depth.



the game a

unique look. They must have been

. M-SR is spectacular.

graphics. Just look at the background

detail. It's totally awesome.

half the

.** exciting, challenging

adrenaline-rus

M-SR is a stunning city-based Time Attack plan the ame in

V ame set modes the

we metropolitan ressive and immerse 23
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of r r two amers die A sharie
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of America at different modes of racin in ell

conference.
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screens
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Ml try out over worth the

of raphics, fuel

the manner

which Se to

videog
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its in

steered to

veteran Bizarre
12] The

Creations; UK
, more

development

game actio Expect a [51 As

i
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complete
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bumming up) The mere fact

that Bizarre Creations aren't

hamming out M-SR For the launch

is encouraging enough. They're

obviously serious about getting it

spot on.
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in all

anything you did with your

if a

around the house.

. a little boy. whose

toys have started to rebel

amst him. The

being

bear. As

leg

control

35 different

and helicopters) the

ones de

to describe

of the came is to ima that

when and

were for

instance, and you

could room, you

was flyin

Now turn the

nvisible

come to



wirhin rhe same

immense; take for

kitchen area, when

trap. In

turn on

same

. On
re rhe

m truck, you running

in ; you

push objects of leave him. but

nasty creatures. [5]

get

. If you fire at the

way. send in bottles overwhelm in temptation to

oo r. cap him

rhe to 1 1
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find in there.., and

rocket!), en-suite bathroom

tsn on Hu the at the end of recreatin buildin on

he best aspect thou wi
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i

.All

different warzone

new surroundin that erous minds

the mul ti player

up to four

-off

these delinquent

superbly. We bet the team

children!

teddy scum

14] attic, there's more to

about than a few spiders!

m

armoured man to tight against

live in a house like

a very steady hand.,

who

16] You

Develop

% complete

Commander

80%

summing up: Toys it maybe.
but for kids it ain't. We guarantee
you'll be playing this for hours.
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Taking from

known
Speed

Devils improves and

enhances vers I to

the-art

to

to

The are so

that

anywhere and ame actively

encoura es to

in an to

lap

time beat the

into

take

ach

different

that can effect

m u s r

including an

too

with rex and shave

spinnin

screen

modes plus an innovative

ga ra

bets take place

mid and

is sc ream
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The game will be in the

shops

expect

23 . so

review in

next issue of

Magazine.
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particularly proud

graphics

richness

These

graphics

very open

tracks



are lot of uts arou ¥ the thin

arethat you can go into.

so damageable; you

anything you want with them

about the game
tracks are very

the

and

There's so nice chrome

ere are

around.

animations

one ce. three

effect some cars that

seen before in

plan come by, and you

and nitro that wi

game
ive your

m ht not notice them when

takin shortcuts or driving

car boost giving very

ike feel sosimple,

can enjoy each

you want.

normally,

havew
on replay you

better view of

as much them. These mations

change each lap, so you

there any

some
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fferent to dea

ements the Dreamcast

ame that are un

When we
ame we thought of

could do to

:The has mu
jlayer mode. us more.

we Multi is divided

ame
to the Dreamcast. We looked

at the hardware and thought

of which interesting features

reamcast had that we could

and we came up with the

modem and the

into five to

. DistanceHead, Time

Lag and De

The last one is really unique

and Attack,

to seen

in any

What

racing game
ve tried to do is

modem unfortunately we had capture the best part of

to as we didn't use

CE and at that time

on that's w both

was no way of iving

support otherwise.

players are nearby and

fighting for that extra meter

of position.

The though is something

ve worked on. With Speed DCM: the ump
Dev/7s VMS does qu ity ve in for?

ings. wi save your was big

championship but you can

also take it away

Sony and Nintendo

monitor announced

cars you your

garage. much you've

consoles.

way off

new

they're

earned and how points is

you need to get to the next wi

a long

ayStation

expensive. The price

put small developers in

class We're working on very delicate position.

allowing players to

exchange cars by connecting

During

PlayStation 2 development

kits are more expensive than

two the Dreamcast so many

the race, the VMS becomes

radar you you

smaller companies won't be

they'to

are. and the opposition need m

that

ions just to get

up and running -

Dreamcast eames are

animation the tracks

ou in

more econo

oo k good
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[ 1 1 Don't mess this bird -it'll ruin

the

The

on your car! [2] flrrnhh!
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have got the car, if you don t

ever seeturbo

[3] Dig the

the Nevada track - you need dark

to play this game

leaving the

It you re an

can overtake your

over their ro

[5] Avoid the manhole covers

up from the tarmac - if they

they will do irreparable damage

driver you

car
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ruesome weapons can be
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from.
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ultimate battle!
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Mortal Kornbat but how many
people really care?
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will it play like - a review will be
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forthcoming games

Evil:

Capcoms or

tra ory PlayStation series

com only one

at the

Chatlen

Oc tober. 998. Dreamcast

the machine which

come true,

stated Okamoto. the

Evil. "We

as the

for to be

Following

-eating
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the streets

city in Resident 2. of

F

if*

on survivors and

to Europe to
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viruses. Umbrella oration, to

discover whereabouts her

brother s.
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poly ons instead of

back

fixed
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dynamic camera act

events to

zooms in, out and

fend
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the undead

to

We've heard rumours of"

tropical complete with

[1]
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Damn, came through the

you just keep comin\ Gun s

door. Okay,
M

[31

"

some...?" [2] "Yeah,

and

He's 14] All wauled

ush vegetation and is istin nt our on on this feast of screenshots
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ies with that think you
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third-party

the not or

heart rip
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corpse.
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for the best survival horror game
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If you would like to order by post then please send a cheque or postal

order along with your order details to the following address:

Dreanncast

We aim to deliver all games within 1-3 working days on stock items

We do not charge your credit card until your order has been dispatched
Full satisfaction guarantee! If you are not entirely satisfied with your purchase

return it to us within two working days wid receive a full refund.
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The characters can be

oaded to the

Virtual Pets. You must
and used as

feeding, playing

rooming them, then you

them to the game and race them!

return

introduce to the animals in

Sonic and they take on parr of that

animal's personality too - excellent!

once again

Maqazlnp

ii arcn enemy
out of any character - from the opening jaunt across

Green Hill to the excruciating battle against Robotnik's

space ship. Sonic plays pretty much the same as ever

contend most levels

did, but if you persevere you're going to learn

some funky new moves and find some great power
ups the Electric Bubble capability, which allows

Sonic to automatically attract the nearest line of

rings, and the Light Speed Dash which makes him
go like the clappers - happy speeding!happy speeding



This is how the adventure
going to

knock your

> Other Sonic

game Include

squirrel, and
Walrus

Robotnik
Planet in

over

iVIobian

Robotnik' i

:

or 'worker
Czechoslovak!an

Sonic appeared
Master System platform
1991.

rocenes.

nuge wave action to return to

are

your breath away. In Twinkle Park, the

Roller Coaster is a blast!

I i



Miles Prower is Sonic's over

enthusiastic protege

allow

strangely mutated
him to soar above

landscapes. begins

greatest blue

motor

complete,

r fails, and he has to rely

jam. Tails' adventure is

ig you through levels of

annoying Sonic snowboard ing and
the final very tricky

Robotnik

a r
«

skies

MIL f S TAILS i

great fun!

his old rine-collectins. boulder unfolds. wi exac

breaking, switch bouncin

tures on his throu

th stran new world

why Dreamcast should be in

cupboard,

actions of the

[6] There's always

around

head

t

i corner.

By

it tie sapphire spiky to the

[[71

the game, you will find

taken away from you while

performs a loou-the-loop! 18] When

race

. the Sonic moves go mad! 19] Make

s certainly wor many you Keep [10]

Sonic's

the

to explore

rt. when

From

find

yourself gate crashm

may

made us give two or more

about defeat

veis bring Tails along for the

particularly unatmospheric

pool party, completing

different tasks, fightin

meet

so the folks you

look as vacant as

IS he puzzle aspect

ame confirms a comin

check-out but of for ic.

throu fferent levels and

solving many puzzles wi

of

quo
you handy

with wi ive crucial dose of intelli ent

to help you on amepl

ad

to explore

ture and

ic the and remember c

to the stagnant

. And there

as area fate is your on v one cr cism to be

This kind hearted but intolerably whiny little-pink-dog

type-thing has one goal and one goa only to save a

tiny green bird from a big green robot. This metallic

henchman of Dr Robotnik appeared in front of Amy as

she walked down the high street with her weekly
groceries, and now she is on a Rolf Harris tyle

mission of mercy to make sure that the bird is safe

to return home Armed with her trusty heart

shooting mallet, she makes her way through Sonic's

world, racing throughout Twinkle Park, until the

final showdown with Robotnik' bird-bashing 'bot.
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Sonic outrun
whale?

giant

who freed anyway/
was
7

Well, almost. of most outs ing tu in

is the extended use of in-between

fights and puzzles. The sequence that kicks the whole

game rea is mind blower, with huge explosions and

waves, dizzying detail and disaster of epic proportions. The

on
-

is, FMVs persist now and then

throughout character's adventure, and do quite

repetitive, especially the character's stories overlap

up flow of the game, and worst of

to skip them, even if you've seen before

ement s for off the Dreamcast es

the luck, the to full. these

Team wi

more on the

element in future

concentra tin however. of

re but taken

and practically just of

on traditiona face

of e. run.

the right direction and

made up for

To be fair, the individual.

tional style levels in

on the ame ets more

more

SonIc rea can as one sends

your breath . Spinnin at hurtl nto ivion.

th rou totally three

dimensional

The whole

Metropolis to

from

bleached

matches hours 4 month 5a

const*cantly

fr^qu^ntly

loruslly

muit-ipi

r>Tt± i TV.
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: mysteriously

helping his h
domineering c

social scarlet echidna interest

Robotnik's world

wants sacred

stone of his tribe back

every time
}

adventure

one piece. Which means that

new challenge Knuckles

there

collect.

!

without

Sounds I

a doubt
order.

P crystal to

Knuckles is

coolest character game

walls.

what

soar through

I for coins ar

t's more, he'

skies

blow
climb skilfully u

caged monkeys
one

bumbling
character

different

[1] High up on a

on your toes

j

1

t I

w #

/ r
it

What's this? Sega allowing customers to play as one
of Dr Robotnik evil henchmen? Not altogether so fmct character

E-102 is another mysterious character. Created by

Robotnik himself in order to finally do away with the

pesky ring-collecting rodents, 1 02 begins to develop a soft

and cuddly side to his electronic nature. A good thing too

because he
i

not the most invincible character to on
with a rather lame laser weapon and a clunky build that

makes it darn difficult to navigate your way through
\f% the worlds - at least he gives you the opportunity tothe worlds - at least he gives you the

use Sonic and Tails for target practise.

i
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Some stages go by so
fast, you It wonder
hit you!
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l Oit. IT
that will

Sonic

you returnin

time after

to

time The casino leve

an

and best of p chance

simila
it

1

based on the

adventure

Saturn

are

of secrets

ive th title on

[41 Sonic Team have drawn on

anyone

fe ndeed.
i

Wh be fun to

you ve

into your

I

du deep

to et

owning

any of

! 16]

have some rea qu re om to

levels are to solve the

[7]

excellent stuff! [8] It's a mug's game!

ture sections of

ame. it is the individ

many

levels Cat
i

fish

14
6 u3

OA

adventures are ightly

than lookin at

first

raphically pleasin

enuinely must-have

ava

console 1

for

with

kick

ca tyle graphics

characters.

Japanese

nawine cha 1 1en

and

es.

are few games more likely to

you playing well past

ikeristmas Adventure.

ust turn the volume

whenever Amy
speakin and re

mm I

r

look happy. Better

him Extra touches like

are [111

you

't mess with a creature as ugly as

The boss battles are

enough to put

for good! [13] The

sight in

decade. 114]

been

games for almost

monkey

No game is complete

without

was Mario

Nintendo

game kept me
night and

were amazing

Adventure is

much.

late into

graphics

But Sonic

didn

down time

Sonic Saturn

Team
but

done

with

adventure. The

game awesome
new thinyou can

about each stage

you play.

variety - platForm levels,

s, pinball

time

*s the

there's

racing

games
Sonic Adventure

bored.

much

never

you'll

icing

Chao

system where you can

create your own Virtu a

and take it away on a VMS.
Fantastic stuff!
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Ready 2 Rumble's boxing

characters are available at

first, with the rest being

unlocked within the game's

Championship mode (this,

together with the alternative

costumes for each character,

has become the kind of beat

that will to all

with Rumble

f Boxing, Whilst the cartoony

style graphics and tongue-in-

cheek humour separates

Midway's effort from the

"em-up standard), so first up

into the ring was the meat-

necked Russkie Boris

Knokimov and 70s throwback

Afro Thunder

more serious ikes of EA's

Knockout Kings series, Ready

2 Rumble nonetheless

provides some serious boxing

punch for your betting money.

For starters, there are three

different gaming modes to

choose from: Arcade style

action in one or two player

option; and the bread-and-

butter Championship mode.

The first thing that

Dreamcast Magazine did when
the review copy of Ready 2

Rumble arrived from Midway

Getting the hang of the control

system is a doddle, and by

round two. the Dreamcast

Magazine combatants had

mastered such techniques as

*1

-, I * >

± in from Butcher will have 'The

kissing mat. [2] Up steps

the block and dodge Ready 2 New Zealander Jimmy Blood!

Rumble gives you the option of

using both the D-pad as well

as the analo ue button to

mode your boxer around the

ring (meaning that veteran

PlayStation and Nintendo 64

gamers will

both feel at

was straight into

some footed sparring

er Arcade

mode. handful
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Developer
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Price
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Release tober
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a mini game for you

to play on the bus. i

a read out on how
doing during a mate
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percentage

does ve you
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1

Rumble
Butcher Brown,
picks our

only gives you three boxers to choose

the 14 unlocked you
Thunder, Boris Knokimov

through the game. Dreamcast Magazine
top five boxing beauties.

1

01

I

From: Columbia, USA
Ag : 23

From:
Age: 20

i, Taiwan

Move: Wild

boxe r who
Move:

Light

Fang
artist Jet

: Alabama
26

USA

Move: Tenderizer From:
real 'inbred Jed'. used to

lost the

Boris Knokimov.
to to stunt double for

Kong film

be involved with crocodile

before boxing.

Move Axle

An Eastern

From:
24

Move: No
be by her looks,

Selene packs as mean
as her male

punch

months

a irc3ntly

fre=»qunfitly

occasionally

never

one player mulMplcayer



be astounded

dude, Salua, holds bad the tears as

the seemingly unstoppable Knokimov

chalks up another winning punch. [41

It's Mr Rumble himself. Michael Buffe

that Salua

can keep up the pace

My

This is the most impressive

fisticuffs game since Frank

on the

to br

kick

machine

as the Dreamcast

this type of game
and screaming into

the new Millennium

difficult to find fault with it.

Graphically this is su

with hilarious faci

expressions. sin teeth

r ng out and of course the

gatory squirre faced ref.

Best in first-person

, you can fee every

pun and way you can

use the analogue stick to

overemphasise move is

spectacular.

the icing

career mode

and a series of prize fights,

with the ultimate aim of

having them crowned as a true

champion. To do this, you

need to build yourself a gym
and spend the money you earn

during competitions to buy

equipment. There are a variety

of top mini-games in this

section, some of which require

you to tap buttons at the right

time, like in the Rumble

4

* SI *

I

JPfei

J-
k 7^ _f

Aerobics train in mode.

Midway has put to ether a

true champ of a boxing game
which deserves to do well.

Make no mistake, Ready 2

Rumble is no punch-drunk

hitter, but a right swinger

that will keep you in the ring

well into 2000! Checkout

enough damage per blow, a

letter appears at the bottom

unleash each boxer's unique of the mat Likewise, if you

Rumble Flurry a super fast

of the screen which will

eventually spell out the

word RUMBLE',

Once you've spelled out

the magic word, quickly press

both trigger buttons together

and watch as your boxer's

gloves glow menacingly. You

now have maximum stamina

for a short time, and can also

and superpower ful special

move that will soon have your

opponent sucking mat.

knock down your opponent,

tapping the same combination

of buttons allows you to gain

back a i tele more health. The

winner of each boxing match

s the one who ains the set

If you get knocked down once

your red bar runs out, you

need to tap the buttons

rapidly to get your boxer back

up off

number of knockdowns - the

default setting is three.

You can alter how many
rounds, knockdowns (how

many times you or your

The sampled "let's

ready to rumble!" opening
featured within the

is taken

famous boxing announcer.

Michae BufFer. The is

known as the 007 of boxing

in Japan, and he's also

'done a David Hasselhoff

he went to the top of the

German club charts with his

single. However, we here at

Dreamcast Magazine cannot
r for inspiringuforgive

the godawfu PJ Duncan
Get Ready To

Rumble tune.

opponent can hit the mat

before losing), and length of

each individual round within

the Arcade option. Also, the

one-player Arcade mode has

three difficulty settings:

Bronze (easy), Silver (medium)

and Gold (hard as Mike Tyson).

Whilst you can also change the

perspective of the in-game

camera, from the standard

perpendicular to the boxers,

rotate about the boxers,

ringside view, rotate about

ring, first-person player one,

and first-person player two.

Although, to be honest, the

default perpendicular view is

the best, and thought that the

first-person options were

practically unplayable

(particularly as it makes it

difficult to judge the distance

of your opponent).

m
Ready 2 Rumble really comes

into its own within the game's

Championship mode. As it is

here that you can pick a boxer

and take them through training

this heavy-wei ht beauty

+ res Playing

computer's ive

Atmospheric sound Music and sounds

my

+ A terrific tongue

cheek sense ol

humour.

Not Net

rejusl

upumminq
Midway has produced a true next:

generation sports title, with top

animations and a stonking tongue

in-cheek sense of humour

c3lternt3tivplu

Virtua Fighter

Soul Calibur

I Me3Qe-dne>
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* instant
* hit the fans of

the original flocked from

crevice around the

world to play w
one of the

is

the Gamers

pumped ar

handfuls of coins nto

machine, so why

the conversion be any

After eagerly turning on the

Dreamcast and patiently wait

as the new European

up, the familiar Sega Rally

appears, and wtitle

the touch of a button you re

presented with a number of

options to

The

to

opt

eye. as

jump

the first

in

rally car

provides too great to

the choice of

track

or
«

ce

before you

.

ur

to jump strai

rst. is on

ht n, front whee

there is me waste

practising when there

championship to be won!

cars initially

bonus

one of

lable

nine

with

awaiting you

oading times are

1 cons in how

m detai

the graphics

has put into

ution of the screen

looks just fantastic arge

TV superb

surround sound set-up.

Unlike the hurried

re us

honour of playing

have the

best

of ame (ar ast!)

mprovements to the graphics

never going to win the race

without a car,

are some impressive machines in

Sega's home version of this arcade

classic. The game is packed full of

statistics that all car buffs are

going to go wild lor, so lets see

exactly what makes these rally cars

tick- over!

A great car not only for the

beginner, but for the more
experienced driver too. High

speeds and great handling do
the Ford badge justice.

The car which took Colin McRae
to the dizzy heights of fame
and fortune.

The Lancer is on course for equal

status with the Subaru, but there

is very little to separate them.

MaQes^dne issue



No racing game is complete
wit mad helicopter

flying overhead

sownown

The Lancia Stratos is not the
fastest car in the bunch, but the

handling is quite superb.

However, it's prone to the odd
amount of oversteer.

Perhaps the pick of the pack.

This speedy has the looks, moves
and handling to match the best.

This one from Peugeot is a
surprisingly poor car to drive.

Nice acceleration fails to

counteract the terrible handling

- particularly on tight corners.

The first of the Toyota's is a

good all round automobile - it's

handling is nothing to shout

about, but then again nothing to

criticise either.

The tasty Celica is more suited

to tarmac racing than the muddy
heights of rally driving.

oivtinued

Issue
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The diverse tracks and conditions

3le in Sega Rally 2 do this arcadeavailable in

conversion justice as you can see for yourselves.

mnirTM

'

i
* r

I TI

1
"1

ilk
T " 1

A bright and breezy course

with fairly simple corners to

negotiate and familiar

surroundings from the original

Sega Rally.

A Tarmac separated with

gravel surface with the

weather changing at the drop
of a hat. High speeds are

often essential.

Hazardous conditions can

create one crash after another

on this icy track. Although

initially a wide course, the

other two laps are not so easy

* k

HE

A typica street circuit with a Slip-slid in all over the track is

mixture of tight hairpins and
medium turns A nice long

straight presents overtaking

opportunities.

not necessarily a bad thing -

unless you lose control of the

vehicle altogether and end up
in the crowd!

Wind and rain prevent this

coastal drive from being

anything but relaxing. Stick to

the inside line whenever
possible.

C QT"it • 1 TiU

rse to the much and weather effects. me There maybe a lack of car

play us

in modem,

the on Se side.
i

the it tie dama e. ntel en and

all

bui

to plan for Sega, late

in that the m of only two

mon
ni hts and overheating

st

Dreamcast

camera views, but is not

off. G you remember

wi be

common occurrence

course design

styles

•
that have

conversion and an on mal

stran ers over drivin car new console st wou
the challen

origina

the

nclusion of the

tracks and

nice wouldn

Gett

it'

ife
i

to

rarely welcome, as

success of is imb by mg across the

not solely down to

catching visua

ts eye

ehtine

seconds before you

hurt ne around

but

all have our

longer

favourites

hrashine vour La Delta

[1] The conditions are treacherous as the Celica switches up a gear and looks to mount a serious challenge 306. [2]

up nut from the more as you your bra Celica the

winning in each year the Year you will unlock one of the many cars hidden within the game. 14] the

irm

hour months

can^tc^ntly

fre*qu^nflg

lankily

r

player

i

throu the

with

more your op

track

variations)

on of the

ons

controller erows as

the analogue throttle and

ntroduce rearer

of control.

Rally not be the

best ame to the

Sony tation's

Gran sti holds that

honour but action

led buy

for lookin for

pain into the

racin en re.

biggest attraction to the Dreamcast is the

i t i.
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T'iy view Nick Robert

new Sega console

completewouldn't

without another conversion

Sega
Satums were

many
the

stren the origina and

sure

true Dreamcast. This

one impressive conversion

coo turning

arcade machine into

128 console

must

task

tough

a, but

really take our hats

them! I

graphics, the sounds and

ictive gameplay.

multi-player

must

that ows you

over great!

mm

+ Fast, arcade-style Hie cars seem to

occasionally float

+ Good two -player

split-

A few more tracks

would have been

+ Miulti-plaver games

over the Net! with

summing
have

up
up crumps with

another excellent coin-up

conversion that will surely sell the

Dreamcast by the car boot load!

it rn tiv u
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Virtua Figh
Every console needs a great beat-*em-up and the Dreamcast has one ^^^^^
of the best. Virtua Fighter 3 rocked the arcades with its slick gameplay and amazing
visuals, so has Sega's little beauty pulled off the all-important 'perfect conversion

1
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Let's take a look...
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Publisher Se i

of the game is actua

better than the arcac with called to a mansion in the

Developer

Origin

Price

Genre

Release

n-house

£39.99

£59.99 with

Alternative paths m<

that the game is dif

every time.

memory will

r the ori inal

this lied

L, 3

Shoot-"em-up

23

There are plenty of e

modes to keep you c

back!

(rather obviously)

This saw two agents

middle of nowhere to

investigate a 'disturbance' .and

the activities of Curien. a

brilliant but eccentric scientist.

In actuality; THOTD was a

fantastic continuation of the

theme set by Sega's top

lightgun game Virtua Cop, and

finally gave the people whatfinally gave the people what

they wanted - blood, and lots

of it.

Thesequel leapt ove

r

everyone's expectation in the

players

when
heads

70
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main Arcade

erston

thought screen version but with major

cosmetic touches. The visual:

are perfectly sharp and clear

with rich colour and detailed

backgrounds... you could

when it comes games

arcade version there's much

was tough too, and kept

people coming back for more

almost every time.

with it. Slap n the arcade

mode and a couple of extras

and that's about it. WRONG!

[1 1 Some of the zombies later in the game

are very organised! One will distract you*

while the other stabs you with a kitchen

knife! [2] Two-player games don't come

much better than this - both players can

battle it out at time. [31

you don't want a chainsaw in the head.

[4] You've got to watch for attacks from

almost be there yourself a The

Once again, Se a have pulled

all the stops out to make this

4

So how well have Sega done in

transferring this huge game to

the small screen? The phrase

that is commonly overused in

situations like this is 'arcade

packed ti hter than Melinda

zombies shuffle around as

you'd expect them to, but

don't let that stoo vou fro

above too! [51 Zombies ta

shots to kill - shoot them

they will keep on coming!

couple of

ie face and

Messenger's brassiere - there

are so many bits and pieces to

play that it'll be a long while

until you put this one down.

don't let that stop you from

killing them as they're still

dangerous! Thankfully, the

multiple routes that go

through each level have been C ont i ri i.led >

perfect' even when the game
arcade with massive enemies

and lightning-fast ameplay.

Rejoining events nearly two

years after the first game, the

scene moves to a nearby city

that has apparently been

overrun by hordes of

clearly isn't. Well, let's try

something new... how about

'arcade superior'? That's right

- the Dreamcast version of

THOTD2 is actually better than

the arcade version in almost

every way.

s

*

his ittle black leather Oh no! You thought you killed Even G's diary has it

mask
kind

you'd think he's some him during the original House Of information about this ultima

gimp Don't say that his

're likely to

The didn't you? you

feel ness end of the

chainsaw he carries

were wrong! He s back and he s

twice as dangerous as before

enemy. He s big, scary and has

of turning his liquid metal

body into nasty sharp spikes and
don get scared, just him! balls to hurt you with Gulp

1

around with him!

1

i

s 1je^
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Martin in

games might

on thelook

Dreamcast, but the

gameplay has been set up
' arcade

i

for the 'quick

mentality and not home
console we ex

more. yourself

early levels ofplaying

The House of the _

over and over again,

is

doesn't mean
good thing. This

the game
isn buying

rea

aw ing

blast with

and

retainecUso by shooting

different zombies or (God

forbid) innocents, you can

make the game different

every time.

In order to make things

more interesting Sega have

included a 'special edition' of

adrenalin pumping action
the Arcade mode Origina

Mode. This plays the same as

continued its twin but with the addition

of specia items to collect

[1| The water levels have a bunch of

green gungy creatures to contend with.

[21 Why can t the undead just get back

in their iraves and keep quiet? [3] Two

axes are better than one! [4] Dark

corridors are always full of danger -

you've watch the X-Files haven't you?

along the way. While some

are placed in clear view.

others are hidden behind

crates, doorways or gratings

and it's up to you to find as

many as you can. Once

you've got them, they can be

P

i

t

if

>

f W V

'V

lit

t i

4|

i
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*
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J

f
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m
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accessed in a menu the nexc

time you play and can v*
drastically alter the way you

pta^the game. Imagine^'

having infinite bullets, ertergy

or credits, usin a paintball

or machine gun or even

taking on the zombies as

Goldman himself!

Although you can play the

game with a joypad, you

won't be able to achieve the

total arcade experience until

you hold a gun and actually

aim it straight at a zombie.

The game can come packaged

with the SunSet lightgun for

a mere £20 extra which we
strongly recommend you take

advanta e of. Not only is it

an incredibly accurate

peripheral, but it is ight and

comfortable to hold. When
you're out of bullets point

away from the screen and

shoot. It's also possible to

slot the VMS into the gun and

view the LCD screen whilst

you play.

pi

> Take

from the

look at screen ots

mcast. the on

original. u carefully you

the one on the left is

right is from the

that the Dreamcast

has actually been developed further

new in background. not

the arcade with

can say chat the

home version is better than the arcade original!

If this is not enough for

you however, add a Jump
Pack to get the real sensation

of takin a shot and feel the

recoi on the gun as it fires.

We guarantee you'll be hiding

behind the sofa!

You've also ot some extra

Training Modes to help you

tune up your firing abilities

for the main game. There are

ten main training games with

five difficulty levels in all,

each calling on different

approaches to be used to

clear them As you pass a

certain level on each section

the next one opens up and

they range from saving

innocents, taking out

zombies at an incredible

distance or even shootin a

coin repeatedly to keep it up

in the air for as long as

you can!

The Boss Mode is also

available for people wanting

to practice beating them and

again, more options open up

once you pass a certain eve I

Do you think you've got what

it takes to take on ALL the

bosses in one o?

In the long run, there are

minor gripes with the game.

If there's one complaint that

people are oing to have

with THOTD2, it's ot to be

the arcade factor: Arcade

games (and in particular,

Flours day rnantris

on? ple3 r muitip r

arcade gun ames) are

desi,

high

ned specifically to have a

quick-fix' appeal but

little in the way of long-term

lastability. As THOTD2 is a

direct arcade-to-home

conversion, this comes across

somewhat in the gameplay.

All the bonus extras, added

game modes and other

goodies make up for this
-

one-minute wonder
i

problem

but the main arcade game

could quickly become a chore,

despite the multiple routes in

the game.

That said though, this

shouldn't be a problem to

fans of the en re as well as

those willing to expand their

mind and experience a true

quality title.

This is one of a few titles

worth owning a Dreamcast

for on its own, especially with

the amazingly good lightgunthe amazingly good

to play it with -

zombies today!

blast some

+ than

Ihe arcade if ioinal

+

Id extend the

il play

it's lile.

+ MurtlD

Ihrauah ihe

ShODtinq nil

conversion

It be i bit

The bosses are a bit

too easy.

VISUALS

li rnm inq up
Cop notch shooter s even

r than the arcade in many
respects! It is only a gun game
though as so has a sli shorter

shelf ife.
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MOVIES £16.99

GINAL/NO SUBTITLES
,'JE STOCK OVER 150 MOVIE TIKES INCLUDING

: I

i $nu known
a

WE STOCK OVER 150 DtfFERENT HONG KOUG TIRES

INCLVDINGm„

MUlE tFE JfiCt>€ t**K JBf LEE, ChQw C*t ANDY [Ai,

CHOW n/N fAT. ACftfH MARrtAl A*f5, CAff^Jl H^fti!

PART EXCHANGE
: ... - ; *

J. I

GAMAR5 003 MQVIECARD (BUILT

IN CHEAT CARTRIDGE) £49.99
INCLUDING NEXT DAY F&F

PLAYSTATION IMPORTS

WE ONLY SELL ORIGINAL GAMARS
PRODUCTS - TAKE YOUR FIRST VCD

MOVIt FOR JUST £10

DREAMCAST GAMES
AEtODAKONG , .£3Z99
Am FO^CE DELTA £40J0
BUG&fM&AT £3922

C9QL0£AR0ER$ , £49.99
DYWAWE DEKA j £3909
RJN0 0F F'^hTfRS 99
MtfteACO £f 2 , . £3&99
KEPLW SAQNG J,tt.99
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SOUlCAt^UR £45.99

5 TREET f '£?hter £iER£3 . , JA4S9
SUPER SPEED KACMG . . . £3299
T&LYG Hi&HWAY 13ATTLE £3999
. i'RTUA 5fRf*ETR 99 , ACAll

POCKET STATION (JAP)
£54.99

&RAVE FENCER MU5A5HJ (t?S} .

ATM OF FIRE 3 (US) .......

CApC0M GENERATIONS 14 (US)

PIE HARD TEILOOY (US) •

FINAi FANTASY ^(J API . ...

GRANST^EAM SAGA (US)

KA^TIA (US)

LUNAR SILVER STAR STORY (US)

MARVEL V» STREETI6HTER (US)

METAL OF-AK. SOLID (JAP)

METAL GEAR SOL"P {US)

PARASITE EVE (US)

RIVAL SCHOOLS (JAP) . ,

.

SILENT HILL (US) .

SOUL REAVER (US)

999
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£2A 33
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I
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ON YOUR OLD DC GAMES
EXCHANGE FROM JUST £15
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coolest puddles
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Need some cash?

Want to buy cheap games?

Can't be bothered to move
from your chair?

The Computer Exchange has
always been the best place to
buy and sell video games
and PC stuff.

And now you don't even need
to get off your arse to make
some cash or to Hog your
old computer or
console kit.

Or to buy new or second hand
console games and PC stuff.

OR VISIT OUR SHOPS, OPEN SEVEN DAYS A
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will

- quickly

become the world's

leading unofficial

Drearncast magazine
so why not gel In on

che ground floor and
subscribe now! A
year's subscription

will save you money
on che normal
recommended retail

price, so you can

even Justify It 10 your

bank manager*
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VIDEO GAMES
AT TRADE PRICES
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